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It would be informative for rational design of vaccines and 
symptom management-therapies to do disease-progression from 

infection stage gene expression profiling microarray studies for 
parasitic infections. This would be the study of host cells infected 
or other cells affected by the parasitic disease but not infected, at 
different stages of the infection to see what is the progression of 
parasite genes turned on/off up/down-regulated and the same for 
the host genes. This would give valuable data from infection of cell 
to cell death programme of say an HIV-infected T-cell. This could 
also be done for non-virus parasites such as bacterial infections, 
and nematode infections as well as say malaria. This could give 
information about how to rationally design post-infection vaccines 
if epitopes are created by the parasite due to particular gene 
expression patterns at any stage from initial infection to later 
stages. Later-stage vaccines could be designed to stimulate the 
host immune system against later stages of parasitic epitopes 
allowing later-stage vaccine intervention, where vaccination 
has not been possible before infection and yet a strong vaccine-
stimulated immune response could cause later-stage elimination 
of the parasitic infection or at least amelioration by bringing down 
the levels of infectious agents. Vaccines can be rationally designed 
also for immune system elimination of infectious agent to fend 
off attempted infection. Thorough studies of gene expression 
profiles of host and parasite at all stages of the infection process 
and infection progression could allow rational design of drugs to 
counter symptoms. Annotation of all the studies described with 
gene/protein function data could allow valuable insights.
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